Frontend Developer/UX Designer
Want to make an impact with your skills? We are looking for an
adventurous frontend developer to help us end financial crime.
At hawk:AI, we run a money laundering detection & investigation platform, delivering peace of mind to
financial institutions. This is achieved via targeted application of Artificial Intelligence in the Cloud,
delivering new levels of process efficiency. Our philosophy for the user experience of our platform is
simple: it explains complex correlations at first glance – 21st century style, no explanations and manuals
necessary.

Your role









Help design intuitive visualizations for surfacing complex relationships identified by our
machine learning driven platform.
Design and implement the UX of prototypes and solutions and test them with clients and
experts
Introduce and evolve state-of-the-art UI technology and create consistent excellency in
our user experience
Code, iterate, and deliver to kick-start newly founded ventures
Take responsibility within a team of highly skilled experts, with love for details and an eye
for the bigger picture
Grow by proving your skill, using state-of-the-art tools, experiencing business and learning
something new every day
Communicate results in a way that is informative and constructive
Have knowledge of the server-side of things to an extent that it allows you a level of
independency

Your background
Frontend Development/UI Design is your passion: multi-year expertise in WEB-UI technologies,
as well as experience in the mobile APP space (e.g. React, Selenium, Microservices)
You have a “feel” for user experience: Experience with prototyping tools (e.g. Sketch) and some
UX examples to show from past experience
Agility is your second name: Strong willingness to deliver, always hands-on. In the team, with the
team and for the team

What we offer


Working on the very challenging quest in creating and constantly improving the understandable,
highly intuitive face of a Machine Learning driven platform



A great team with vast experience in data science, high availability systems, financial space



Working closely with successful serial entrepreneurs and senior advisors, learning about building
a world class tech organization




Work in the heart of Munich, near the Alps
Being part of a driven team, determined to fight money laundering and disrupt a global industry

Reach out via hr@hawkai.tech with a brief introduction and your CV.

